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Figure 1: (a) A sample of the input images from the MiddleBurry dataset and the nskulla dataset, (b) The resulted depth maps
computed using our approach, (c) The final 3D model reconstructed by merging all the depth maps

ABSTRACT
The human brain is constantly solving enormous and challeng-
ing optimization problems in vision. Due to the formidable meta-
heuristics engine our brain equipped with, in addition to the wide-
spread associative inputs from all other senses that act as the perfect
initial guesses for a heuristic algorithm, the produced solutions are
guaranteed to be optimal. By the same token, we address the prob-
lem of computing the depth and normal maps of a given scene
under a natural but unknown illumination utilizing particle swarm
optimization (PSO) to maximize a sophisticated photo-consistency
function. For each output pixel, the swarm is initialized with good
guesses starting with SIFT features as well as the optimal solution
(depth, normal) found previously during the optimization. This
leads to significantly better accuracy and robustness to textureless
or quite specular surfaces.
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1 INTRODUCTION
According to the classification of [Seitz et al. 2006], dense multi-
view stereo (MVS) reconstruction methods can be categorized in
term of how the scene is represented, for example, one popular
choice is a volume where the object can be represented via gird
of voxels. Another representation is depth maps, the scene is de-
scribed via the distance between the surface and the center of the
projection, methods that use such representation are referred to as
multi-view depth map estimation (MVDE) by [Zheng et al. 2014].
MVDE methods can be further categorized into two classes. First,
the patch-based reconstruction methods with their local approach
to refining the position and orientation of each patch [Furukawa
and Ponce 2010] independently which make it extremely powerful
in recovering thin details of an object’s surface. However texture-
less, occluded or non-Lambertian surfaces in general still pose a
stumbling block for these approaches to achieve completeness and
accuracy. On the other hand, variational methods [Langguth et al.
2016] optimize over all the object surface by adding some form
of regularization (smoothness term) to deal with textureless areas
that are not well matched by classical photo-consistency measure-
ments. However one has to be careful when designing the energy
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Figure 2: Our algorithm in a nutshell:We compute the depth
and normal of each candidate pixel (Blue) using the PSO al-
gorithm, the size of the swarm is dynamic and changes ac-
cording to the number of optimum pixels (Green)

function to be minimized since solving such a problem requires
a derivative based approach such as conjugate gradient method
which proved to be hard or even impossible. We show that using
the particle swarm optimization our approach is derivative-free and
it can recover accurate geometry from textureless areas without
any explicit regularization in addition to fine-grained detail of an
object’s surface.

2 TECHNICAL APPROACH
Consider a scene captured by M photographs. In this work, the
problem of surface reconstruction is posed as search problem for
optimal depth and orientation on one of these images. Similar to
every patch-based approach, we set our geometric model to be a
nxn pixel window that represents a small planar patch. Equation
(1) shows the model we followed.

X(uref) = Cref + r⃗(uref) ∗ [
n⃗ · c⃗ref + d
n⃗ · r⃗(uref)

] (1)

Where X(uref) represents the 3D position of a given uref pixel from
the refrence view. The center of camera projection, the normalized
ray direction through a given pixel and the position vector of the
camera center are represented by Cref, r⃗(uref), c⃗ref respectively.
Finally the only unknowns in our systems are first,n⃗ which is
the patch normal vector and d the distance from the origin. The
similarity measurement that we adopted as an energy function
to be maximized is a combination of a robust Normalized Cross-
Correlation (NCC) and the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD).
Such photo-consistency measurement proved to be robust to noises
occlusion and other problems.

Starting the matching algorithm, we adopt the constriction factor
version of the original particle swarm optimization algorithm to
build a dense depth map, note that the dimension of our problem is
relatively small and contains only four elements, the (x,y,z) of the
normal vector and the distance from the origin d. First, we create a
waiting list L that contains pixels we want to compute their relative
depth and normal, if the candidate is optimum, we add its four
neighbours to L as new possible candidates. Next, We assigned a

swarm S to each candidate element from the list, the size of the
swarm is related to the radius of the search circle centred around
the candidate pixel:

radius =
max_radius

ln(number_o f _optimum_pixels + 1)
(2)

The key idea is to construct a 2D selection pool of particles where
the position of each particle in the grid corresponds to a pixel in
the reference view. Therefore, we choose the closest particles to
the candidate pixel inside a search space of a radius computed
with equation (2) that will be participating in the optimization
process. We fill the pool gradually starting with particles initialized
by SIFT features. Then, if a candidate pixel is a successful match,
we add a new particle to the pool, The particle vector is filled with
the information extracted from this optimum pixel (Figure 2). The
process stops when there are no more pixels in the list L

3 THE KEY FINDINGS
For our experiment we used multiple datasets, First the dino dataset
it contains images of dino plaster captured under the lab condi-
tion, the object has a textureless Lambertian surface, therefore,
the matching process is extremely difficult. The skull datasets are
specular and the lighting conditions changes in each view. Such
datasets pose a problem to the MVS algorithms and produce incom-
plete depth maps. We claim that our approach can deal with such
problem as shown in (Figure 1).

Our first key finding is that the use of the swarm optimization
smartly mimics the variational approaches; however, it is less com-
plicated, more efficient and derivative free. Our goal is to avoid
explicit regularization. Instead, the use of the swarm formulation
and the neighbouring strategy to initialize each particle, in addition
to the use of the waiting list to propagate in the image space guar-
anteed the smoothness of the surface implicitly while preserving
thin details.

Currently, our depth map estimation is based solely on a sto-
chastic stereo matching algorithm. We should be able to refine and
denoise these depth maps while taking into account the orientation
map obtained. We intend to compare our method with the state-of-
art approaches on the Middlebury website, We hypothesize that our
method will result in a high completeness score and comparable
accuracy to those of the current top performing algorithms. also,
we are working on a faster implementation and an optimized code.
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